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center fielder. He cracks 'em solid-
ly and soundly. Unfortunately, many
of his most promising wallops have
traveled toward a fielder.

Eddie Collins and John of the same
name are also pounding the ball more
lustily. Eddies has begun to climb
toward the batting leaders of the
league. In the last two games he
has pinged three hits in five official
trips to the panj being the recipient
of several passes, and also jabbing in
a sacrifice.

Because of the caliber of the men
preceding him, John Collins has lots
of opportunity to drive in runs. And
when the.Sox were in the midst of
their wimiig spurt two weeks ago,
John was doing the most effective
pinch batting of his career. This his
eye dimmed a trifle and his aver-
age shrunk. Now he has begun to
swell it once more, two triples and
a single helping yesterday. Roth and
Weaver have also begun to bat

Faber was a good pitcher after the
first two rounds, but the cold handi-
capped him.

Bert Humphries, Cub pitcher, yes-
terday justified the managerial meth-
ods of Roger Bresnahan. He held
New York to three hits and was an
invincible party in one or two tight
places. It was the best pitched game
turned in by a Cub moundsman this
season.

Humphries, of course, carries the
mechanical skill to make th,is
achievement possible, but he owes
much of the success he is now due
for to the guiding hand of Bresna-
han. For two season Roger has
watched the side-ar- m curver. He
studied his actions under various
weather conditions. And he came to
the conclusion that Humphries was
not a good pitcher until the middle
of May. Bert knew that himself two
years ago, but he had to obey orders
and pitch whe ntold to.

Down in Tampa he injured his knee,
but not seriously enough to have kept
him out of the same this lone. Bres
nahan saved him, nursed him along 1
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carefully, and, even when the Cub
pitching staff was a one-ma- n combi-
nation, only hopeful of winning on
days Vaughn did not pitch by the aid
of mastodonic batting, Roger did not
deviate from his course concerning
Humphries.

He believed Bert would be more
valuable later if saved early. And
Humphries started with a bang to
justify that faith. New York so far
has not proven a good team, but it
is in the midst of a spurt and pos-

sesses strong batting ability. Hold-

ing such a crew to three singles is no
smal lachievement. And Burt dealt
only one pass, which is another bit to
enthuse over.

With Vaughn, Humphries, Zabel
and Standridge or Lavender capable
of dealing with the opposing batters,
Cub prospects assume a brighter hue
every day. So far the club has held
up in the race on its nerve and bat-
ting strength. With the addition of
good pitching it should not find it dif-

ficult to increase the pace.
Three hits were all the Cubs could

make off Tesreau, Zim getting two,
but a double steal by Schulte and
Heinie in the first inning put over the
run that won.

One of Joe Tinker's rosiest dreams
was rudely shattered when Southpaw
Ad Brennan was sent back to the Co-

lonial league, the minor attached to
the Federal circuit

Brennan was counted on for many
victories when he jumped to the
North Siders from the Phillies. He
failed to come anywhere near expec-
tations last season, but was kept on
in the belief that he would be effec-

tive this year. Down on the spring
training trip he looked pretty good
and there were loud predictions that
at last Ad was ready to pitch as he did
in the National.

But he failed each time he was
tried i na league game, and finally
Tinker was forced to the realization
that holding Brennan was a losing
proposition. Ad couldn't work here
and try to regain his form, as games
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